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(0-* p P)D(p^ 0).
III. (0-* p P)>(0-^qQ)*(O.PDQ)D(0->rPvQ)>(r = # + «).'
The proposal is made by Reichenbach, that these axioms be added to a system of logic. The exact character of this system of logic is not specified, but we are presumably to suppose that it is something like the system of Principia Mathematica, I must refer the reader to Reichenbach's book for an explanation of the notation occurring in these axioms. Reichenbach does not explicitly state the range of variation of the variables p> q, r, and so on; I shall suppose he intends that these variables can assume as values any real numbers, J including also negative real numbers, and positive real numbers greater than +1.
I shall now show that these axioms lead to a contradiction. From Axiom I, we can easily derive the following:
(This is stated as a theorem by Reichenbach on p. 67.) From (1) we get, by substitution,
Reichenbach defines (on p. 67), the expression (0) as follows:
(3) (Ô) = (*)(*ïÖ).
* See p. 65 and p. 69. t For typographical reasons, I express the proposition "0 implies P with probability of degree p" by the symbolism "0-> P P," instead of by the symbolism of Reichenbach.
J We might, on the other hand, suppose that these variables can assume as values only real numbers from the closed interval (0, 1). It is not very plausible, however, to suppose this is what Reichenbach intends; such a supposition, moreover, leads in turn to difficulties.
